GPS05 Module

GPS technology represents a true revolution in data acquisition. Thanks to GPS05 Module and its GPS Manager software, you can immediately get lap times and all data needed for engine tuning as well as for improving driving technique.

GPS05 Module is fast in satellite signal acquisition and reliable in adverse situations: it includes a single unit both receiver and antenna, for immediate installation.

Lightweight and waterproof, GPS05 Module is connectable to AiM loggers via CAN cable.

A real breakthrough in data analysis

GPS Manager allows to set track start/finish lines and splits and to download a comprehensive track database.

GPS05 Module connected to AiM loggers delivers many important information, i.e. chassis analysis, track position, etc.

Thanks to GPS05 Module you’ll get:

- Position
- Speed
- Cornering in-line and lateral G
- Automatic lap times

GPS05 module connected to an AiM logger allows you to monitor your position and speed at any point of the track.

Now it is possible to start running and immediately get lap times without any previous operation, leaving old systems out: neither infrared or magnetic beacons nor track inspections before tests.

And, last but not least, you can review your driving performance through real images, exporting all these data into Google Earth®!